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Omega Communications Portal Transmissions 

 

Lani speaking to you 
to begin this journey 
into the Station of 
Light and beyond.  

Again, it is a simple 
process for you to be 
in that state of being 
within the Station of 

Light, within the receiving area. 

All you have to do is take in a lovely breath, filling 
your mind and body with light and it is this body of 
light that already is present in the receiving area of 
the Station of Light today, in this moment of 
experience. 

This is how we begin this session today. 

  

 

 

 

 

“Welcome. I am known as Orem and again I draw 
you all into this gathering space, strengthening the 
sense of your presence here, as you allow yourself 
to become integrated into the energetic field of light, 
energy and information in this process. 

It is a process, as you have identified, to allow the 
consciousness to expand into the external, or 
extended informational field often identified as 
consciousness. Your presence in this state where 
you are assisted by and overseen by many Beings 
here, announces to your conscious mind that you 
have given permission to explore other dimensions 
and actually move back into the expanded 
dimensional field of existence. From that state of 
existence, or your state of consciousness in that 
field, you are experiencing modifications to your 
entire energy pattern that you are as the Being on 
Earth planet, and you also will be experiencing the 
shifting of what you might refer to as timelines. 

The purpose of that is for you to identify with a 
particular field of existence, a dimensional 
existence, that you are wanting to experience, that 
you are choosing to experience in your current 
existence in the physical form. You therefore are 
drawing into existence the dimensional presence 
and pattern of a civilization as you would choose it 
to be, a more advanced or enlightened civilization 
for all people, for all beings, for the entire 
creationism that is within that dimensional 
civilization.  

The dimensional civilization you have travelled 
through and which has propelled you to move into 
receiving this type of information, indicates to you 
that there are certain shortages – short-sightedness 

– in governing people and states and you have also 
observed and realised there are more opportunities 
of sharing of upliftment in many ways that you 
would determine that to be. 

We have presented to you many different 
civilizations. The one most often presented to you 
has been described as the crystalline civilization 
light cities. That framework encompasses multi 
dimensions, so again you have choice. The choice 
is determined also by the field that you resonate 
with. If your energetic field incorporating mental, 
emotional, physical is not ready to assimilate a 
higher dimensional field, you will be automatically 
attracted to the level that you resonate with. You 
may understand from this why we have been 
presenting you into energy fields to help clear your 
energetic pattern and in that way, you resonate with 
a more expanded dimensional field of existence. 

Allow yourself to be filled with energy patterns 
which clear you of interfering patterns or patterns 
that have become distorted or disturbed in your 
experiences, so as you become clear, you become 
more strongly resonating with your original point of 
existence and that allows you to resonate within the 
dimensional field existences that are being and 
have been and always been existing in creation. 

It is you who need to allow yourself to resonate with 
the most appropriate and higher level of existence. 

All of the experiences you have will facilitate your 
realization and the opportunity to resonate with that 
higher energetic field. It is simply you choosing to 
release from you experiences, having taken the 
opportunity to understand them and then to 
enhance yourself with everything that you have 
benefitted from and now you are ready to manifest 
the higher level. 

Again, the framework may be identified as a 
different timeline. The timeline, again, is experience 
and manifested experiences for you to move into. 

 



 

All throughout those dimensions there are the Ones 
who assist you. They often show you the clear 
pathway because it is the overall intention of life to 
live freely and joyfully, expressing the perfect 
pattern that is inherent in the encoded patterns of 
evolution. 

Here, we conclude this aspect of the deliverance of 
you into this state at this moment. The prime 
purpose has been fulfilled for this particular 
transmission and your experience of that.  

You will now be experiencing the choice and your 
depth of allowing all of this to be incorporated into 
you as an energy input for you. It will continue to 
exist as a pattern of a code of the light field for you 
to draw into you at any time you choose.  This is the 
light field that is of you and is you in your prime 
origination state of existence. 

I return you back to the realization of your presence 
in the initial gathering space in this Station. 

You may also expand your awareness to 
encompass this energy of the pattern of Earth, with 
all of its alignments, layers of creation, within the 
gravitational aspects and rotational aspects and 
within the energy patterns as you descend within 
the layers that is the Earth. 

We remind you of the energy field matrix overlaying 
all - an energetic grid – and you are part of that, so 
with the light field you have already observed, that 
energetic field is also presented in your unique way 
around the patterning of Earth and the entire 
population and as that vibration is observed 
through other Galactic Observers, it is recognized, 
it is acknowledged.  

This also assists in the ongoing upliftment process 
of evolution. Thus it is all present. 

I withdraw now 

Orem  out “  

 

“Into this space with you, Ulea is here. 

As always, I assist your process of integrating all of 
these patterns you have been experiencing. Many 
of you will have been perceiving these as images. 
Many of you will have been perceiving them as a 
sensation and perhaps as different Galactic 
Dimensional Beings with you presenting the 
information to you. 

It is part of your individual way of allowing the 
energy and information to come into you.  

You will also be experiencing adjustments within 
your energetic processes as you are here within the 
Station and this begins the interaction of those with 
the actual physical processes of your physicality. 
There is the immersion and the interweaving of it all 
which occurs even now as you feel you are 
breathing all of this back into your body form. As 
you do this, you can enhance your body form with 
the realization that you are breathing in clearness 
which enables you to resonate with the pattern of 
civilization of enhancement and the extra-
dimensional fields of consciousness. 

This is all presented to you with our loving joyful 
presence and by that, we understand and we 
recognize that aspect of you vibrates to that energy 
frequency pattern.  

Perhaps it could be measured by your instruments. 
Perhaps it is best measured by your inner sensing 
of what you resonate with. 

I withdraw now 

Ulea out “ 

 

 

Lani again with you, acknowledging everything we 
have received through those Beings, through the 
many who were surrounding you in this state, in 
what you experienced. 

The emphasis was on you allowing yourself to 
receive it all and experience it all.  

This concludes this session through the Omega 
Communications Portal.  

Thank you for being part of this and being part of 
the change on Earth, the clearing away, the 
upliftment and bringing in, or bringing us into a 
higher dimensional field of civilization. I love it!  It’s 
a wonderful way to end this session.  Thank you.  

Lani   

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Next Gathering:              February 4, 2021 


